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Download Links .SINGAPORE: Three Vietnamese nationals have been arrested for alleged match fixing in the
first round of the 2017 Singapore League Cup, the Singapore Football Association (SFA) said on Friday (Oct 19).
Two match fixing plans were uncovered after a tip-off, and two other players and coaches were also involved in
the plan, the SFA said in a media release. The three arrested men, aged between 27 and 31, are seen in the above
picture. "This is the first time that SFA has been involved in an investigation of match-fixing in Singapore
football," the SFA said. "This is being taken seriously by the SFA and will be fully pursued in court." The arrests
were made after a tip-off to SFA police was made on Friday morning. The tip-off was made by an agent of one of
the teams that was involved in the original match-fixing plan, the SFA said. "The agent provided details of the
match fixing, the team, players and other participants, including the match officials, of the illegal agreement.
"The agent also provided details of the original match fixing plan, which involves 3 matches between S.League
teams." The SFA said that, as a result of the tip-off, it will now look into the history of all of the participants, the
coaches and officials involved in the suspected match fixing plans. “The SFA will also be analysing the totality of
evidence from that tip-off to determine which matches were part of the alleged match-fixing plan, in the event
that it has to take any further action on that matter.” The Singapore Police Force on Friday also confirmed the
arrests. “Officers of the joint investigation team arrested three Vietnamese nationals from 6.45pm to 8.30pm (on
Friday),” it said. “The teams, referees and police officers of the matches under investigation were alerted by the
SFA. “In
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